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Abstract— Legged robots have significant advantages over other 

types of mobile robots when task at hand requires the robot to 

overcome obstacles. This paper presents a reference trajectory 

generation method for a quadruped robot for pace gait on a flat 

surface. The approach is based on the Zero Moment Point (ZMP) 

stability criterion and the Linear Inverted Pendulum Model 

(LIPM). ZMP reference trajectories for pace is proposed, from 

which reference trajectories for the Robot Center of Mass (CoM) 

references are obtained by applying preview control. The 

position of leg joints are computed using inverse kinematics 

according to CoM reference trajectory. Proposed reference 

trajectory generation synthesis is tested through full-dynamics 3-

D simulation. A 16-degrees-of-freedom (DOF) quadruped robot 

model is used in the simulations. Simulation results show the 

success of the reference generation technique for the pace gait. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Quadruped robots have advantages in search and rescue 
operations, in hazardous environments and in load carrying 
tasks. The quadruped structure is versatile, combining 
advantages of speed and climbing abilities. Compared to 
wheeled and tracked mobile robots, they are better in adapting 
to rough and steep terrains. They can be employed for 
applications which take place on surface profiles ranging from 
flat ground to hard to cross terrain. Reference generation in this 
field is one of the central design steps. 

There are various gait types for walking of quadruped robots 
[1]. Gait types differ from each other by swing order of the 
legs, support and swing periods and timing. There are various 
gaits that are observed in locomotion of four legged animals. 
Quite common ones are crawl, trot, pace, canter and gallop. 
Crawl is generally observed in turtles. It uses three contact 
points during the swing period, enhancing stability. Leg swings 
are in the left front - right rear - right front - left rear order. Trot 
gait can be observed mostly in camels and horses, also in many 
other four legged animals. In trot, front and rear legs at 
different sides are swung at once [1]. Trot has been the subject 
of many quadruped robot researches [2-7]. Pace is a gait which 
is similar to trot. In pace, legs at the same side are swung 
together. This gait can be observed in lizards. Canter and 
gallop are faster gaits which are generally observed in horses. 

There are various methods to obtain gait patterns for 
quadruped robots. Central pattern generation is one of these 
methods [8, 9]. Another method is autonomous evolution of 
gait patterns [10]. Finding gait patterns by hybrid optimal  

 

control is discussed in [11]. ZMP based energy efficient gait 
pattern generation methods are proposed too [5, 12]. 

ZMP based reference trajectory generation is widely 
employed for biped robots [13-20]. There are studies reported 
on ZMP based locomotion references for quadruped robots too 
[3-7,21-25]. The ZMP stability criterion states that, in order to 
maintain the stability of the robot, the ZMP should be kept in 
supporting polygon defined by foot or feet touching the 
ground, ZMP equations can be obtained easily for robots with 
many DOFs, but the amount of position, velocity and 
acceleration variables that are included in these equations make 
it difficult to employ them in the synthesis of a reference 
trajectory. This is why many researches use more simplified 
models instead of ones with many DOFs. LIPM is such a 
simplified model. The first step in reference synthesis is the 
assignment of foot landing positions for a desired gait. A ZMP 
reference which is consistent with the foot landing positions is 
generated next. Afterwards a reference trajectory for the robot 
CoM is generated using the ZMP reference trajectory and the 
LIPM. Robot joint position references are computed by solving 
an inverse kinematics problem between feet landing positions 
and robot CoM. These position references are tracked using 
independent PID joint controllers. In addition to PID joint 
controllers, online reference modifications with feedback from 
inertial sensors and ankle mounted force/torque sensors are 
employed for control approach in most of the studies. 

 

Figure 1.   Foot positions of the quadruped before starting the locomotion. 
Circles represent feet and numbered accordingly: (1) front right foot, (2) front 

left foot, (3) rear right foot and (4) rear left foot. 0x  are 0y  variables that 

define the world coordinate frame. 

 



 
Figure 2.   Construction of ZMP references for five step pace gait. The numbers in the circles indicate the phases of the locomotion. The dark circles 
represent the supporting feet. The thin solid line shows the ZMP reference curve. The thick solid line indicates the ZMP reference at a given support 
period. Dashed line shows the line between supporting feet in the two feet support phase. The rectangular and diamond shapes mark the support 

polygon in quadra support phases.



There are various methods for obtaining CoM references 
from ZMP references. Laplace transformation [15, 17], Fourier 
Series approach [13, 18, 26] and preview control [17, 27] are 
among methods. Preview control of ZMP in biped robots is 
introduced by [17]. Preview control based reference generation 
is a well accepted method since it allows online manipulation 
of ZMP references. However, preview control is not commonly 
applied for reference trajectory synthesis of robots which have 
more than two legs. One of the few examples is Asterisk, a 
hexapod robot, which uses preview control method to create its 
CoM reference trajectory, while rolling on the ground [24].  

In [25], the ZMP criterion and preview control are used 
during cross leg support phases of a quadruped robot, but gait 
generation process is not defined explicitly. This paper differs 
from [25] by proposing a novel method which makes a 
connection between preview control of ZMP trajectory and a 
pace gait generation technique. It can be applied to other gaits 
as well [28]. 

An earlier work of the authors of this paper applies the ZMP 
stability criterion and preview control technique with the LIPM 
for the quadruped robot trot reference generation [28]. This 
paper extends the results in [28] further by generating a gait 
reference for pace. Therefore the preview control technique in 
[28] is generalized for different gait types in this paper. 
Proposed reference synthesis and control structure are applied 
on a 16-DOF quadruped robot model using a full-dynamics 3-
D simulation.  

The paper is structured as follows: The computation of 
ZMP reference trajectory for pace gait is discussed in Section 
II. A summary of LIPM and computation of robot CoM 
reference trajectory can be found in Section III. Simulation 
results are presented in Section IV. Section V concludes the 
paper. 

II. ZMP REFERENCE TRAJECTORY FOR PACE 

Throughout the paper x-direction of a world coordinate 
frame is the walking direction of the quadruped robot model, y-
axis is perpendicular to walking direction and z-axis is 
perpendicular to ground surface. There is another coordinate 
frame attached to the body of the quadruped robot which has 
the same axis alignment as world coordinate frame except that 
there is a z-axis offset. y-axis and x-axis of the world 
coordinate frame are shown in Fig. 1.  

During pace, leg pairs of the quadruped swing together. 
These pairs are 1-3 and 2-4 with respect to the notation given 
in Fig. 1. While a pair of legs is swinging, a support line 
segment emerges between remaining two legs. ZMP reference 
trajectory should be generated such that it should not get out of 
this line segment in order to achieve stable locomotion. It 
should be noted that in the literature the ZMP criterion is 
generally considered with a support polygon, rather than with a 
support line segment. However, it is very typical for real 
applications that a narrow strip between the two supporting 
feet, rather than a perfect line segment, supports the robot 
body.  

Foot placement locations and timings must be determined 
in order to obtain a ZMP reference trajectory.  Construction of 

foot placement locations for five steps of the ZMP reference 
trajectory is shown in Fig. 2. It is to be noted that the pace 
necessitates non-zero duration full-support. This is because the 
support line segments (emerges between legs that are in contact 
with the ground) in the two feet support phases do not cross 
each other. The ZMP should travel between the support line 
segments, and quadra support phase has to be allocated for this 
travel, so that ZMP trajectory is continuous. 

ZMP reference trajectories in Fig. 2 are described in x-y 
plane. However time domain references of x and y directions of 
ZMP trajectories are needed for the computation of CoM 
trajectories. In order to get time domain references, constant 
ZMP reference speed is assumed in the walking direction ( x -
direction). Speed is derived from the desired locomotion 
parameters: Step length, double support phase duration and 
quadra support phase duration. The distance covered by the 
ZMP in the quadra support and double support phases are 
proportional to the duration of these phases. 

In Fig.1 during Phase 1 the quadruped is at a standing 
position on a rectangular support polygon and ZMP is at the 
center of this support polygon. At the beginning of Phase 2 the 
ZMP trajectory moves to the line passing through feet 4 and 2 
(feet numberings are defined in Fig. 1).  The movement of 
ZMP trajectory ends when it reaches this line. This positioning 
is a preparation for the next swing phase, namely, Phase 3. 
The ZMP trajectory also moves forward ( x -direction) in 
Phase 2 since It is required for generating suitable time 
domain references for CoM trajectory computation as 
mentioned above. During Phase 3 the robot is supported by 
feet 2 and 4. The ZMP moves forward in the x-direction along 
the line joining feet 4 and 2. Phase 3 ends when swing legs 
come in contact with the ground. At Phase 4 ZMP starts to 
move towards the line passing through feet 3 and 1. Phase 4 
ends when ZMP reaches this line. After Phase 4 the rest of the 
ZMP trajectory of quadruped becomes periodic until Phase 
11(last double support phase). Even numbered labels in Fig. 2 
show quadra support phases. Likewise, odd numbered labels 
show double support phases. At Phase 11 swinging legs cover 
a distance of half the step length in order to become aligned 
with the supporting legs in the x-direction. At the last phase 
ZMP trajectory moves towards the middle of the support 
polygon and locomotion ends.  

III. COMPUTATION OF ROBOT COM USING PREVIEW 

CONTROL 

The LIPM is a considerably simple model which can be 
easily employed for the reference generation of legged robots. 
Trunk of the robot is approximated as a point mass located at 
the CoM of the robot. This point is connected to a non-slipping 
point on the ground by a massless rod. The massless rod is an 
ideal model for the supporting leg. Swinging legs are also 
assumed to be massless. Hence the point mass and the robot 
CoM coincide. The LIPM is illustrated in Fig. 3. In the figure 
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zyx cccc )(= are the coordinates of the point mass. zc  is 

assumed to be constant. With this assumption, the relation 



between the robot ZMP and CoM on x and y directions become 
decoupled [17]: 
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Figure 3.  Linear Inverted Pendulum Model 

 

Figure 4.  Preview control gain )( jGp for 2.5 seconds (T =0.01 s, 

cz =0.614 m, 
eQ =1, 

xQ =0, R =
610− ) 

 

Figure 5.  Corresponding ZMP and CoM reference trajectories for seven 
steps pace. 

In equations (1) and (2), g is the gravitational constant, cz is 

the height of the plane on which the motion of the point mass 

is constrained. xp  and yp are ZMP coordinates.  

Computing the robot CoM from a ZMP reference trajectory 
is an important problem. [17] proposes a solution to this 
problem using preview control. The solution uses the following 
system description.  
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The control input 

xu  in the system is the first derivative of 

robot CoM acceleration with respect to time. Output of the 
system is the ZMP reference position on x coordinate. 
Previously computed (Section II) ZMP reference trajectories 
are tracked by control input. As a result the system computes 
the robot CoM reference trajectory as state variables, which 
forces the system to track the ZMP reference trajectory. 
Equations (3) and (4) need to be converted to discrete time in 
order to apply preview control to the system: 
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k is a discrete time index. T is the sampling period. The system 

description in equations (5) and (7) is employed for the y-

directional motion too. For this, the state variable and the 
system output are replaced by 

[ ]Tyyyk kTckTckTcx )()()( &&&=  and )(kTpp yk = , 

respectively. Calculations for x and y coordinates are done 
separately. Preview control differs from traditional control 
methods such that it looks forward in time at reference values 

for LN  cycles and calculates an optimal control input which 

minimizes a performance index for that time period. Rosenthal 
and Tomizuka developed a method in order to calculate the 
optimal control input for discrete time systems [29]. This 
method is completed by Katayama [30]. Optimization of 

ku function which controls the system is computed with the 

following performance index: 
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The calculation of control input and details of the 

performance index (8) are explained in detail [30]. In (8), 
ref

ii ppie −=)(  is the tracking error between system Output 



and the reference. 1−−=∆ kkk xxx  is the vector showing the 

changes of the state variables and 1−−=∆ kkk uuu  is the vector 

that shows changes in input.  

eQ and R are scalar variables greater than zero ( in multiple 

input/output systems these variables will be matrices) and 

xQ is 3x3 a symmetric non-negative definite matrix. While 

considering a preview control that looks LN  cycles forward in 

every sampling time, the optimal input which minimizes the 
performance index in (8) is given by [17, 30] 
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First term in (9) is the integral action over the tracking error 

and second term is state feedback. Preview control term, 
namely third term, deserves further explanation. It uses the 
reference values which are j cycles in front of the current 
control cycle and integrates these values with a time varying 
gain function and adds the result to the overall controller. It can 
be observed from Fig.4 that j values closer to current cycle 
have more importance. This observation implies that an event 
in future cycles is taken into account when it is close enough to 
the present cycle. 

In (9), iG , xG  and )( jGp are the gains calculated from the 

weights eQ , xQ , R and the system parameters of equation (5). 

As seen in Fig. 4 preview control gain )( jGp converges to zero 

after 1.6 seconds. Therefore selecting LN  as 1.6/T is a good 

choice as mentioned in [17]. During this process robot CoM 
trajectory is obtained by saving values of system state vector.  

The ZMP reference trajectories for the pace gait and 
corresponding robot CoM reference calculated by preview 
control are shown in Fig. 5.  

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Quadruped robot model employed in this paper has 4 DoFs 
at each leg. There are two DoF at the hip. Knee and ankle are 
single-DoF joints. The kinematic arrangement is shown in Fig. 
7. A view of animation environment can be seen in this figure 
too. Link lengths and joint dimensions are shown in Table I. 
Simulations are run using reference trajectories, obtained by 
methods explained in Sections II- III. Joint position references 
are obtained by solving inverse kinematics problem between 
CoM and Cartesian foot position references. These position 
references are tracked using independent PID joint controllers. 
A block diagram of the controllers used in the simulation is 
given in Fig 6. Adaptive penalty based system is used to 
simulate ground contacts of the simulation. [31] explains the 
details of simulation algorithm and ground contact model.  

The foot trajectories as expressed in the world coordinate 
frame complete the locomotion references. Mainly, sinusoidal 
functions are used for the foot x  and z directional references 
for smooth motion. The y -directional foot references are 

constants (at A for left hand).  

Variables for reference generation are shown in Table II. As 
an example of simulation results, Fig. 8 shows a portion of 
walking period which indicates the CoM reference trajectory 
and actual CoM trajectory of the quadruped with respect to 
world coordinate frame. Since LIPM model is a simplified 
model, exact reference tracking is not expected. The difference 
between CoM reference trajectory and actual CoM trajectory is 
tolerable for a steady walk. Also, Fig 9 shows roll and pitch 
angles of the trunk of the robot during a pace gait. Amplitude 
of these angles demonstrates a steady and successful walk.  

 
Figure 6. The control block diagram. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Stable ZMP reference trajectories for pace gait of a 
quadruped robot are generated in this paper. The relationship 
between ZMP and robot CoM is modeled by LIPM. Preview 
control is used to create robot CoM reference trajectories. Joint 
references are obtained by solving inverse kinematics problem 
between robot CoM and feet position references. Locomotion 
simulation studies of a quadruped robot are run with the 
proposed ZMP based reference trajectory generation technique. 
Simulated robot has 16 cm step lengths and has walked 
successfully with pace and trot gaits. Simulation results 
motivate the application of the presented reference generation 
approach in experiments. For future work the preview control 
based reference generation method will be used for gait 
transitions. 

TABLE I.  SIMULATION MODEL PARAMETERS 

Joint  Dimensions(LxWxH) [m] Mass[kg] 

Trunk 1.2x0.6x0.15 50 

Thigh 0.28x0.05x0.1 4.8 

Shank 0.27x0.05x0.1 3.85 

Ankle 0.22x0.05x0.5 3.85 

 



 

LOCOMOTION PARAMETERS 

Symbo
l 

Definition Value 

Ts Step duration 0.5 s 

A y -coordinate of foot location 0.20 m 

2B Step length 0.20 m 

sh  Step height 0.05m 

   

 

 
  

 

 

Figure 7.  Kinematic arrangement and animation environment 

 

Figure 8.  CoM reference trajectory and actual CoM trajectory wrt. world 
coordinate frames. 

 

Figure 9.  Roll and pitch angles for pace gait consist of 7 steps. This figure 
corresponds to the trajectory references in Figure 5. 
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